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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe the process followed by the Agent Systems Engineering 

Methodology (ASEME), a new agent-oriented software engineering methodology 

(AOSE). This process integrates successful method fragments from existing 

methodologies, i.e. Gaia and Tropos. ASEME applies a model driven engineering 

approach to multi-agent systems development, thus the models of a previous 

development phase are transformed to models of the next phase. It includes the 

CIM, PIM and PSM models proposed by the model driven architecture 

specification of OMG and it introduces the system roles model (SRM) as the 

output of the analysis phase. We describe the development process using SPEM, 

the language that is proposed by FIPA for such processes specification. The 

ASEME Platform Independent Model (PIM) that is the output of the design phase 

is a statechart that can be instantiated in a number of platforms using existing 

CASE tools. In this paper, we also provide the model transformation process for 

the popular JADE platform. ASEME supports a modular agent design approach 

and introduces the concepts of intra-and inter-agent control. The first defines the 

agent’s lifecycle by coordinating the different modules that implement his 

capabilities, while the latter defines the protocols that govern the coordination of 

the society of the agents. The modeling of the intra and inter-agent control is based 

on statecharts. The analysis phase builds on the concepts of capability and 

functionality. AMOLA deals with both the individual and societal aspect of the 

agents showing how protocols and capabilities can be integrated in agents designs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Agent Systems Engineering Methodology (ASEME) is a recently emerging methodology for developing multi-agent 

systems. Its major advantages to existing methodologies are that it builds on existing languages such as statecharts [7] and 

UML [13] (which are familiar to engineers) in order to represent system analysis and design models. It provides three 

different levels of abstraction, thus catering for large-scale systems involving diverse technologies. It is agent architecture and 

agent mental model independent, allowing the designer to select the architecture type and the mental attributes of the agent 

that he prefers (e.g. procedural agents, belief-desire-intentions (BDI) agents, etc). Moreover, the ASEME process follows the 

modern model driven engineering style, thus the models of each phase are produced by applying transformation rules to the 

models of the previous phase. Each phase adds more detail and becomes more formal leading gradually to implementation. 

Thus, ASEME is a model-driven engineering (MDE, [2]) process that can be automated by using rules for models 

transformation and knowledge for adding detail in every development phase. We define a platform independent model at the 

end of the design phase that describes the system and allows its implementation with the use of different platforms or 

programming languages. In this paper we provide the model transformation process for implementing a multi-agent system 

using the popular Java Agent Development Environment (JADE). The process is formally presented using the Object 

Management Group’s (OMG) Software Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM) that has been used in the past for modeling 

such processes and is also used by the Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) agent technology standardization 

body. 



The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of the ASEME process showing the development steps and their 

products, as well as the models transformation between the different development phases. The latter allows for traceability 

from requirements to implementation level and facilitates iteration between the different software development phases. The 

models that are used by ASEME are defined by the Agent Modeling Language (AMOLA). This paper contains a working 

example that allows for the understanding of the ASEME process and the AMOLA models. 

In what follows, section 2 provides an overview of the ASEME process, followed by the presentation of each development 

phase in sections 3 to 6. Section 7 provides some insight on agent systems verification and optimization, even though these 

issues are out of the scope of this paper. Finally, section 8 concludes. 

2. ASEME PROCESS OVERVIEW 

The software development phases of the Agent Systems Engineering Methodology (ASEME) are presented in Figure 1. There 

are six phases, the first four produce system models (development phases), while the last two (verification and optimization 

phases) evaluate and optimize these models. The process is iterative allowing for incremental development and provides the 

original possibility to jump backwards to any previous phase due to the utilized model driven engineering (MDE) approach.  

 

Figure 1: ASEME Process Overview 

MDE is the systematic use of models as primary engineering artifacts throughout the engineering lifecycle. It is compatible 

with the recently emerging Model Driven Architecture (MDA, [10]) paradigm of the Object Management Group (OMG). 

MDA’s strong point is that it strives for portability, interoperability and reusability, three non-functional requirements that are 

very important for modern systems design. MDA defines three models: 

• A computation independent model (CIM) is a view of a system that does not show details of the structure of systems. It 

uses a vocabulary that is familiar to the practitioners of the domain in question as it is used for system specification 

• A platform independent model (PIM) is a view of a system that on one hand provides a specific technical specification of 

the system, but on the other hand exhibits a specified degree of platform independence so as to be suitable for use with a 

number of different platforms 

• A platform specific model (PSM) is a view of a system combining the specifications in the PIM with the details that 

specify how that system uses a particular type of platform 

In ASEME the CIM, PIM and PSM are the models outputted by the requirements analysis, design and implementation phases 

respectively. We have inserted another model as the output of the analysis phase, the System Roles Model (SRM). Each of 

these models is produced by applying simple transformation rules to the previous phase model and this transformation is 

traceable, that is it can be reverse engineered. 



We define three levels of abstraction in each phase. The first is the societal level. There, the whole multi-agent system 

functionality is modeled. Then, in the agent level, we model (zoom in) each part of the society, the agent. Finally, we focus in 

the details that compose each of the agent’s parts in the capability level. We define the concept of capability as the ability of 

an agent to achieve specific tasks that require the use of one or more functionalities. The latter refer to the technical 

solution(s) to a given class of tasks. Moreover, capabilities are decomposed to simple activities, each of which corresponds to 

exactly one functionality. Thus, an activity corresponds to the instantiation of a specific technique for dealing with a particular 

task. ASEME is mainly concerned with the first two abstraction levels assuming that development in the capability level can 

be achieved using classical (or even technology-specific) software engineering techniques. In Figure 2, we present the 

ASEME phases, the different levels of abstraction and the models related to each one of them. 

 

Figure 2: ASEME phases and their products 

3. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS PHASE 

In Figure 3 we present the requirements analysis phase in SPEM notation. The three levels of abstraction are represented by 

the three activities. In the society level we define the actors and their goals that depend on other actors; in the agent level we 

define the individual goals of each actor and in the capability level we assign specific requirements to each one of these goals 

that can be functional and non-functional. The output of the requirements analysis phase is the CIM model that is composed 

by the Actor diagram, which is similar to the TROPOS [3] actor diagram (thus, a Tropos requirements analysis method 

fragment could be combined with minimal effort with ASEME), containing the actors and their goals and the “Requirements 

per goal” table that associates requirements to each goal. Method fragments are reusable methodological parts that can be 

used by engineers in order to produce a new design process for a specific situation (see [4] for details). 

 

Figure 3: The ASEME Requirements Analysis Phase 

For the ASEME process demonstration we show how to develop a meetings management system, as this paradigm has been 

widely used in the past for demonstrating the use of methodologies (e.g. for the Prometheus and MAS-CommonKADS 

methodologies in [8]). This system’s requirements, in brief, are to support the meetings arrangement process. The user needs 



to be assisted in managing his meetings by a personal assistant. The latter manages the user’s schedule and services the user. 

The meetings organization process is managed by the secretariat to which the users submit their requests to schedule a new 

meeting or change the date of an existing one. The secretariat contacts the users’ assistants whenever she needs to negotiate a 

meeting date. 

The actors involved are the user and the assistant that helps him to manage his meetings. The latter is adaptable to a specific 

user, thus is modeled as a personal assistant. Moreover, there is the secretariat role that is represented by the meetings 

manager actor. The reader can see the CIM model in Figure 4, where the actors are represented by circles and the goals by 

rounded rectangles. The goal of the user to manage his meetings is dependent on the personal assistant. In the agent level we 

define individual goals; one such is the adaptation to user needs for the personal assistant, named “learn user habits”. In the 

capability level we define the functional and non-functional requirements for each goal in free text. 

 

Figure 4: The CIM2SUC transformation 

4. ANALYSIS PHASE 

The ASEME analysis phase is presented in Figure 5. The first activity transforms the Actor diagram (CIM model) to an 

AMOLA use case diagram (SUC model). The model transformation process (CIM2SUC) is straightforward and is graphically 

presented in Figure 4. The actors are transformed to roles and the goals to use cases. The SUC model is an intermediate 

model, used only within the analysis phase, aiming to facilitate the creation of the SRM model, which is the output of the 

analysis phase.  

The next activity refines the use cases in order to produce a rich SUC model. The SUC model is an extended UML use case 

diagram that allows actors to be defined within the System box. In this activity we define the human and artificial roles and 

decompose the general use cases to simple – task-specific use cases using the include relationship. UML suggests the use of 

sequence diagrams and activity diagrams for refining use cases. Another possible approach is the use of the MAS-

CommonKADS task model method fragment [8] or any method for decomposing a general task to specific ones. Note that 

these models are optional, a modeler can work directly on the use case diagram. The SUC model in Figure 6 refines the 

“request new meeting” use case for the “personal assistant role” and assignes cardinality to the “negotiate meeting date” use 

case showing that two or more “personal assistant” roles are involved. 

The next ASEME activity is about defining the Agent Interaction Protocols (or simply protocols). Protocols (in the society 

level) originate from use cases that connect two artificial agent roles (e.g. the “request new meeting” is a protocol use case). A 

protocol definition includes the protocol name (named after the use case), the participating roles (named after the involved 



roles), the rules for engaging and the outcomes for each party (both in free text based on the “Requirements per goal” 

product) and the process for each participant. For example, in Figure 4, the “request new meeting” use case is refined for the 

“Personal Assistant” actor to the simple tasks “send new request” and “receive new results”. In the SUC model in Figure 6 we 

have five general use cases that correspond to the goals of the requirements analysis phase and the two aforementioned simple 

use cases. The included (simple) use cases, which represent simple tasks, are transformed to activities in the agent interaction 

protocol Process field. In Table 1 we present the “Negotiate meeting date” agent interaction protocol definition. It defines two 

roles, i.e. Personal Assistant and Meetings Manager, the rules for engaging (why would they participate in this protocol), the 

outcomes that they should expect in successful completion and the process that they would follow in the form of a liveness 

formula. The liveness formula is a process model that describes the dynamic behavior of the role inside the protocol. It 

connects all the role’s activities using the Gaia operators (see Table 2, or [14] for more details). The liveness formula defines 

the dynamic aspect of the role, that is which activities execute sequentially, which concurrently and which are repeating. 

 

Figure 5: The ASEME Analysis Phase 

 

Table 1. Agent interaction protocol 

Negotiate meeting date 

Participants Personal Assistant Meetings Manager 

Rules for 
engaging 

He needs to create 
or participate to a 
meeting 

He has a meeting with 
more than one 
participants that has 
no date assigned to it 

Outcomes 
He has scheduled 
participation to a 
meeting 

He has arranged a 
meeting that met all 
the participants needs 

Process 

negotiate meeting 
date = receive 
proposed date. 
(decide response. 
send results. 
receive outcome)+ 

negotiate meeting date 
= (decide on date. 
send proposed date. 
receive results)+. send 
fixed date. 

 

After refining the use cases we transform the system use case model to the system roles model (SRM), which is mainly 

inspired by the Gaia roles model. Figure 6 shows the transformation (SUC2SRM) process. We create a role model for each 

actor in the use case diagram. Each of the original use cases (the ones in Figure 4) is transformed to a capability. The 

capabilities are placed in the liveness model of the role in the form of liveness formulas. Actually, through this transformation, 

the analyst arranges the different capabilities in the liveness formulas in the right sequence and connects them with the 

appropriate Gaia operators, so that the formulas depict the process model of each role. The role name appears in the left hand 

side of the first formula (root formula). The use cases included by each capability are inserted as activities in a lower level 

formula (that has the capability on the left hand side). 

The last activity of this ASEME phase defines the functionality table where the analyst associates each activity participating 

in the liveness formulas of the SRM to the technology or tool (functionality) that it will use (see Figure 7). The reader should 



note that a special capability not included in the use–case diagram named communicate appears. This capability includes the 

“send message” and “receive message” activities and is shared by all agents and is defined separately because its 

implementation is relative to the functionality provided by the agent development platform, e.g., in our example, JADE (the 

Java Agent Development Environment is an open source framework that adheres to the FIPA standards for agents 

development). 

 

Figure 6: The SUC2SRM and SRM2PIM transformations 



 

Figure 7. Capabilities, activities and functionalities 

 

Table 2. Templates of extended Gaia operators (Op.) for Statechart generation 

Op. Template Op. Template 

x* 
 

x || y 
 

[x]  
x | y 

 x
ω
 

 

x. y  

|x
ω
|
n
 

 

x+ 
 

5. DESIGN PHASE 

The ASEME design phase is presented in Figure 8. The three work definitions reflect the three different levels of abstraction 

in the software development. In the society level we have the inter-agent control model, in the agent level the intra-agent 

control model and in the capability level the models of the different components that will be used by the agent. Thus, each 

agent is considered to be part of a multi-agent system. The agents communicate using interaction protocols that are described 

by the inter-agent control, which defines the participating roles and their responsibilities in the form of tasks. The agents 

implement the roles that they can assume through their capabilities. The capabilities are the modules that are integrated using 

the intra-agent control concept. 

 

Figure 8: The ASEME Design Phase 

AMOLA uses the language of statecharts [7] for defining the PIM model (the output of the design phase). Statecharts define 

the behavioral aspects of a set of activities. The activities are represented as states that can be a) OR-states, b) AND-states, 



and c) basic states. OR-states have substates that are related to each other by “exclusive-or”, and AND-states have orthogonal 

components that are executed concurrently, thus are “and” related. Basic states are those at the bottom of the state hierarchy, 

i.e., those that have no substates. A state with no parent state, is called the root. Each transition from one state (source) to 

another (target) is labeled by an expression, whose general syntax is e[c]/a, where e is the event that triggers the transition; c 

is a condition that must be true in order for the transition to be taken when e occurs; and a is an action that takes place when 

the transition is taken. All elements of the transition expression are optional. The scope of a transition is the lowest OR-state 

in the hierarchy of states that is a proper common ancestor of the source and target states of the transition. Multiple 

concurrently active statecharts are considered to be orthogonal components at the highest level of a single statechart. 

The first work definition (define inter-agent control model) is detailed in Figure 9. The first activity uses the “Gaia operators 

transformation templates” for transforming the process part of the agent interaction protocol model to a statechart, namely the 

inter-agent control model. A state diagram is generated by an initial state named after the protocol. Then, all participating 

roles define AND sub-states. The right hand side of the liveness formula of each role is transformed to several OR-states 

within each AND-state by interpreting the Gaia operators in the way described in Table 2. The reader should note that we 

have defined a new operator, the |x
ω
|
n
, with which we can define an activity that can be concurrently instantiated and executed 

more than one times (n times).  

 

Figure 9: The “Define Inter-agent Control Model” work definition 

Then, in the next activity, we define the message performatives allowed within the protocol. A message is expressed by 

P(x,y,c) where P is the performative, x is the sender, y the receiver and c the message body. In our example, we define that P 

∈ { accept, propose, reject, inform}. The items that the designer must define at the next activity are the data structures used 

for defining the protocol parameters (also referred to as the ontology), the timers (defined as in [6]) and the message contents 

(also part of the ontology). Finally, in the last activity the transition expressions are defined. The resulting statechart for the 

negotiate meeting date protocol (starting from the analysis model presented in Table 1) is depicted in Figure 10. At this point 

the reader should notice the differences with Moore’s proposal ([11]). All states represent activities, while in his work they 

just represent a point in time where a condition is true (like in finite state machines). 

The preconditions of the agent interaction protocol become the conditions of a source-less transition that targets the first state 

of the protocol for each role. The transition will be connected to a source state in the intra-agent control model. The 

preconditions for the meetings manager role, which have been described in free text in the agent interaction protocol model 

(see rules for engaging in Table 1), concern the arrangement of a meeting with a list of more than one participants. They 

become the conditions for the decide on date state and can be formally expressed by the atoms hasToArrange(m, meeting), 

participantsListOf( meeting, list) and hasLength(list,n). The variables m, meeting, list and d that appear in these atoms refer to 

the meetings manager role, to the meeting that needs to be arranged, to the list of participants in that meeting and to the date 

of the meeting respectively. Variables pi, i=1,…,n refer to the n personal assistants that form the list of participants to the 

protocol instance. The only variable that is assigned a value while the protocol is executing is d and that is formally expressed 

by the [assignedValue(d)] condition of the transition with source the decide on date activity. These variables can be accessed 

by all the protocol’s states, since their scope is the same with the scope of the transition in which they appear, i.e. the OR-state 

that contains both the source and target of the transition, in this case the negotiate meeting protocol state. The goal for both 

(i.e. manager and participant) roles is that a date has been assigned to the meeting (from outcomes field in Table 1) and it is 

formally expressed by the atom arrangedMeetingDate(meeting, d). 



 

Figure 10. The inter-agent control model 

The second work definition of the ASEME Design phase, i.e. “Define intra-agent control model”, is detailed in Figure 11. 

The intra-agent control is created by transforming the liveness model of the role to a state diagram. We achieve that, by 

interpreting the Gaia operators in the way described in Table 2. Initially, the statechart has only one state named after the left-

hand side of the first liveness formula of the role model. Then, this state acquires substates. The latter are constructed by 

reading the right hand side of the liveness formula from left to right, and substituting the operator found there with the 

relevant template in Table 2. If one of the states is further refined in a next formula, then new substates are defined for it in a 

recursive way. The transformation (SRM2PIM) process is shown graphically in Figure 6. The next activity imports the 

transition expressions from the inter-agent control for the part of the statechart containing a protocol (i.e. the part of the 

statechart produced from the formula whose left hand side is a protocol capability). The last activity of this work definition is 

about enriching the rest of the statechart with transition expressions. 

 

Figure 11: The “Define Intra-agent Control Model” work definition 

The final work definition of the ASEME design phase (i.e. “Define components”) is about designing the activities that are 

executed in each state. The input needed is the “Functionality table” to indicate the technology (e.g. which library to import 

and which programming language to use), the “Ontology” to show the data structures that will be used by this activity and the 

“Intra-agent control model” that lists all the activities as states. The output depends on the technology used for each activity 

and can be declarative or procedural knowledge (or both). 



6. IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

The implementation phase’s goal is to transform the platform independent model to a platform dependent model, i.e. an 

implementation model. This phase can have different instantiations according to the implementation platform. In Figure 12 we 

present the ASEME implementation phase for the JADE platform. The JADE implementation phase details a transformation 

process of the PIM to PSM. The transformation (PIM2PSM) is shown graphically for our working example in Figure 13. The 

PIM shown in the figure is part of the Personal assistant agent definition. It shows the “negotiate meeting date” part of the 

statechart shown in Figure 6 having added the states transition expressions. We show the part of the program whose 

production can be automated in the PSM model of Figure 13 (showing the automatically generated agent code, a complex 

behavior and a simple behaviour).  
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Figure 12: The ASEME JADE implementation phase 

Following the process in Figure 12, we firstly define the agents, naming them after the top level state of each statechart in the 

PIM model. In this case we define the PersonalAssistantAgent extending the JADE Agent class. Then, we define the 

behaviours. Those states that have sub-states extend the FSMBehaviour JADE class (one such is presented in Figure 13, the 

NegotiateMeetingDateBehaviour), while the basic states extend the FSMChildBehaviour class (one such is presented in 

Figure 13, the ReceiveOutcomeBehaviour), originally proposed in [12] and extended by this work (see Figure 14) so that it 

implements the reset() method allowing the behaviour to be started again. 

In the next activity we define the behaviour’s attributes. Those are the possible transitions named after the convention 

TRANSITION_<state exited>_TO_<state entered>. The FSMBehaviour descendant class must define all the transitions 

between its sub-states, while the FSMChildBehaviour descendants need only define the transitions that have them as their 

source. Then, the message receiving behaviours (those whose name starts with the word “receive”) instantiate a 

MessageTemplate type variable for defining the attributes of the expected message.  

The next activity defines the behaviours’ constructors. The FSMChildBehaviour descendants receive the Agent class and the 

possible transition integers as inputs and initialize their variables. The FSMBehaviour descendants are more complex as they 

define the states and the transitions between them. When a transition will cause some states to be executed again they need to 

be reset. Then, we add the behavior methods, specifically the reset and action methods. In reset there is just a call to the super 



class method. In the action method we define two things. Firstly, if the possible transitions exiting the state are more than one 

we add an if-else statement catering for all different possibilities. The transition events and conditions become the if-else 

conditions. The transition actions become part of the enclosed statements. 

PSM – JADE Implementation

import jade.core.Agent;

import jade.core.behaviours.FSMBehaviour;

import jade.core.behaviours.ThreadedBehaviourFactory;

import jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage;

import jade.lang.acl.MessageTemplate;

public class PersonalAssistantAgent extends Agent {

ThreadedBehaviourFactory tbf = null;

protected void setup(){ tbf = new ThreadedBehaviourFactory();

addBehaviour(tbf.wrap(new NegotiateMeetingDateBehaviour(this))); }

protected void takeDown() { tbf.interrupt(); doDelete(); }

}

public class NegotiateMeetingDateBehaviour extends FSMBehaviour {

protected final int TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response = 1;

protected final int TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule = 2;

public NegotiateMeetingDateBehaviour(Agent a) { super(a);

registerFirstState(new ReceiveProposedDateBehaviour(myAgent), "ReceiveProposedDate");

registerState(new DecideResponseBehaviour(myAgent), "DecideResponse");

registerState(new SendResultsBehaviour(myAgent), "SendResults");

registerState(new ReceiveOutcomeBehaviour(myAgent, TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response,

TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule), "ReceiveOutcome");

registerState(new UpdateScheduleBehaviour(myAgent), "UpdateSchedule");

registerDefaultTransition("ReceiveProposedDate", "DecideResponse");

registerDefaultTransition("DecideResponse", "SendResults");

registerDefaultTransition("SendResults", "ReceiveOutcome");

registerTransition("ReceiveOutcome", "DecideResponse", TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response, 

new String[]{"DecideResponse", "SendResults", "ReceiveOutcome" });

registerTransition("ReceiveOutcome", "UpdateSchedule", TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule);

registerDefaultTransition("UpdateSchedule", "ReceiveProposedDate", new String[] {"ReceiveProposedDate",

"DecideResponse", "SendResults", "ReceiveOutcome", "UpdateSchedule" }); }

}

public class ReceiveOutcomeBehaviour extends FSMChildBehaviour {

protected int TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response = 1;

protected int TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule = 2;

protected MessageTemplate mt = null;

public ReceiveOutcomeBehaviour(Agent a, int TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response,

int TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule) { super(a);

this.TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response = TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response;

this.TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule = TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule; }

public void action() {

mt = MessageTemplate.MatchPerformative(ACLMessage.PROPOSE);

mt = MessageTemplate.or(mt,MessageTemplate.MatchPerformative(ACLMessage.INFORM));

mt = MessageTemplate.and(mt,MessageTemplate.MatchProtocol("NegotiateMeetingDateProtocol"));

mt = MessageTemplate.and(mt,MessageTemplate.MatchConversationId(

((ACLMessage)this.getParent().getDataStore().get("propose")).getConversationId()));

mt = MessageTemplate.and(mt,MessageTemplate.MatchSender(((ACLMessage)

this.getParent().getDataStore().get("propose")).getSender()));

ACLMessage msg = myAgent.receive(mt);

if (msg != null) {

if (msg.getPerformative() == ACLMessage.PROPOSE) {

this.getParent().getDataStore().put("propose", msg);

onEndReturnValue = TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_decide_response;

finished = true;

} else if (msg.getPerformative() == ACLMessage.INFORM) {

this.getParent().getDataStore().put("inform", msg);

Meeting meeting = (Meeting)this.getParent().getDataStore().get("meeting");

meeting.setArrangedMeetingDate(msg.getContent());

onEndReturnValue = TRANSITION_receive_outcome_TO_update_schedule;

finished = true; }

} else {block(); } }

public void reset(){ super.reset(); }

}

PIM

Top PIM state → Agent JADE class

AND-states are launched using the 

ThreadedBehaviourFactory

PIM state without sub-states → FSMChildBehaviour class

PIM state with sub-states → FSMBehaviour class

Message signature → ACLMessage class instance 

properties performative(source, dests, content)

Each message is added in the datastore of the parent 

behaviour

... negotiate meeting date

personal assistant

receive 

proposed 

date

decide 

response
propose(m, p, d)

inform(m, p, d)

/arrangedMeetingDate

(meeting, d)

send 

results

propose(m, p, d)
receive 

outcome

accept(p,m,d)

or reject(p,m,d)

update 

schedule

transformation

 

Figure 13: The PIM2PSM transformation 



All inter-agent messages and variables appearing on state transition expressions are stored in the data store of the state that is 

the scope of the transition. Thus, the agent protocol related behaviours can access the message history based on the 

performative of the message (i.e. as soon as a new propose message arrives, the previous one is deleted from memory). The 

atoms appearing on transition expressions are handled as properties of objects that must have been defined in the ontology. 

The arrangedMeetingDate(meeting, d), for instance, implies that the object meeting has a property arrangedMeetingDate 

whose value is d. 

import jade.core.Agent; 

import jade.core.behaviours.SimpleBehaviour; 

public class FSMChildBehaviour extends SimpleBehaviour { 

  protected boolean finished = false; 

  protected int onEndReturnValue; 

  public FSMChildBehaviour(Agent a) { super(a); } 

  public void action() { } 

  public boolean done() { return finished; } 

  public int onEnd(){ return onEndReturnValue; } 

  public void reset(){ 

    finished = false; 

    onEndReturnValue = 0; 

  } 

} 

Figure 14: The FSMChildBehaviour class 

The next step finalises the Agent descendant classes by adding code in their setup and takedown methods. If there are 

orthogonal components in the statechart the ThreadedBehaviourFactory class is used for adding the relevant behaviours as 

independent threads. If there are no orthogonal components then the behaviours are added in the agent’s execution queue 

normally as if the agent class was a super-state behavior. 

Finally, the last activity of the implementation phase is about defining the details of the action method of each behavior. This 

refers to the capability level of abstraction and the implementation must reflect the designs for each component. 

7. VERIFICATION AND OPTIMIZATION PHASES 

During the Verification Phase the system’s functionality is verified in comparison to its requirements. The verification phase 

can be carried out in parallel for the three different abstraction levels; however, the best approach is sequential: the software 

components are tested for the successful implementation of algorithms, the agents for the successful implementation of 

capabilities and the MAS for its overall correct operation. 

The Optimization Phase is concerned with the optimization of the system. The algorithms in the capability level can be 

optimized in execution time or resource consumption. In the agent level, the number of concurrently executing capabilities 

can be optimized, i.e. how many instances of the “negotiate meeting date” capability should the personal assistant be 

executing concurrently to meet his requirements. Finally, in the societal level, the number of agents that will be instantiated 

and the strategy for instantiating or destroying agents while the system is in operation is optimized. 

The interesting part of these phases is that they can be present in all development iterations since the AMOLA models of the 

design phase are statecharts. Moreover, the latter can be transformed to process models, since all states represent an activity 

that is executed by a specific agent role resource. Both statecharts and process models are supported by commercial and open 

source tools (e.g. STATEMATE [7] for statecharts and SIMPROCESS [1] for process models) that allow for simulation and 

thus, can greatly aid the verification and optimization phases. SIMPROCESS can also be used for optimizing process models. 

Using, for instance, the open source Intalio tool (see http://bpms.intalio.com/ for more details) we transformed the statechart in 

Figure 10 to the business process diagram presented in Figure 15. In Intalio, the message reception activities are represented 

as circles with an envelope inside. The circle with the square that starts the Meetings Manager process resembles the need for 

some conditions to be satisfied so that the process starts. Finally, a diamond with an X resembles an exclusive choice (either 

one or the other). The states of the inter-agent control model (see Figure 10) are transformed to processes in the business 

process diagram. The transitions between states are transferred as they are except in the case of transitions that are enabled by 

an inter-agent message event. The latter are becoming transitions from the sending process to the receiving process. The 

conditions on the transitions can be represented in Intalio and the process can be directly simulated, or even deployed to 

executable code (only if the activities can be implemented with the available Intalio tools). The meetings manager role 

interacts with all the personal assistant roles in the way presented in Figure 15. 



Here we should also note that the inter-agent control model does not impose a specific way for interpreting the exchanged 

messages or a technology for exchanging them. These issues are defined by the developers according to the platform that they 

will use for deploying their system and their expertise. For example, in FLBC (an agent communication language, see [11]) 

the effects of a request message are linked to the beliefs of the sender which may not be the case in another communication 

language with different semantics. Thus, a procedural agent might not have a model of beliefs in contrast with a BDI (i.e. 

belief-desire-intention, see [5]) agent. 

 

Figure 15. The Negotiate Meeting Protocol Process 

8. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION 

All, in all, in this paper, we presented the ASEME process a Model-driven Engineering methodology for Agent Oriented 

Software Engineering. We showed how the system modeler can proceed from capturing requirements to system 

implementation using models transformation throughout the development phases. This is the main contribution of this paper 

to the state of the art. We are currently reviewing the two most popular model transformation languages (ATL and QVT, see 

[9]) in order to select one for developing a graphical tool for aiding the developer throughout the different phases of the 

process. The main advantages of ASEME over existing methodologies are: 

• The intra-agent control, whose novelty is to allow the modeling of interactions between the different capabilities of an 

agent. For this purpose we use statecharts and their orthogonality concept in an original way 

• The inter-agent control that corresponds to the agent interaction protocol. It is realized through the use of statecharts like in 

the intra-agent control, thus simplifying the designer’s integration task by using the same formalism 

• There is a straightforward transformation process between the models of the analysis phase to those of the design phase 

and then to an implementation platform 

• It defines three abstraction levels (the society, agent and capability levels), thus supporting the development of large-scale 

systems 

• The models of AMOLA can lead to agent development without imposing constraints on how the mental model of the agent 

will be defined 

• We define the terms of capability and functionality that have been used with different meanings in the past in order to 

provide new concepts for modeling agent-based systems with relation to previous methodologies like, e.g. for object-

oriented development. 
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